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HOLLIDAY AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Holloman Air Force Base
New Mexico

WEEKLY TEST STATUS REPORT

HDT 119.1/25


Progress Stage Objective: Preparation of West Coast Sites for Operations. Preliminary Reports issued during period: None, Agency conducting tests: Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.

1. Assembly and Checkout Operations: Prior to all flights, routine check-out were performed on all pieces.

2. Test Operations: None

3. General:
   a. Aircraft used: and hours flown: None
   b. Range Personnel: 8 Officers, 40 Airmen
   c. Others: Daily routine operations have continued during the past week at all three West Coast sites. Routine Moby Dick flights are cancelled by the site chiefs when the workload on Project 202 becomes too great.

   On 23 February 1953, Major Clyde H. Barnett and Major Edmund J. Burritt departed from HADC for a conference at ARDC Headquarters, Baltimore, Maryland, concerning Project Moby Dick.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations: None

PREPARED BY THE 6580TH MISSILE TEST GROUP
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Major, USAF
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